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.
Students meeting their rst serious course in abstract algebra commonly experience
diculty understanding many of the basic concepts. This makes it very hard for them
to interpret and generate proofs. The rst step in reaching an understanding of such
concepts is often best achieved by constructing and manipulating instances in particular
algebraic structures. Computer algebra systems open up the possibility of students being
able to experiment rapidly and conveniently with such concepts in a variety of structures
having non-trivial size and complexity. The new Magma computer algebra system has a
syntax and semantics based directly on fundamental algebraic notions, and consequently
should provide an appropriate learning environment for those branches of mathematics
that are heavily algebraic in nature. This paper describes the development of Magma-
based exercises and a course methodology that utilizes Magma as a key learning tool in
a Pass-level Rings and Fields course given at the University of Sydney.
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1. Introduction
The teaching of mathematics at university level is experiencing something of a crisis in a
number of countries. This has been brought about by a number of factors. In countries
such as Australia and the UK, since 1985, there has been a sharp increase in the pro-
portion of the 18{21 age cohort attending university. This is bringing into the university
system many students whose preparation and ability is at a lower level than was the case
a decade ago. At the same time, governments are unwilling to fully fund the new places,
so the resources per student are declining. While students are enrolling at universities
in larger numbers, there is a marked shift away from the mathematically based subjects
(computer science, mathematics and physics). For example, the enrolment in Pure Math-
ematics III at Sydney University declined by 50% between 1991 and 1996 while enrolment
across the University as a whole increased slightly. Government funding policies (at least
in Australia) have the eect of rapidly translating a decline in enrolment into the loss of
teaching positions.
In order to reduce university costs further, government policy planners and university
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administrators are seeking ways of increasing the productivity of university teachers. In
particular, the computer has been identied by these groups as a means of enhancing
the eciency of university teaching, and various government initiatives in Australia, the
UK and the USA encourage investment in computer-based teaching facilities. While the
computer undoubtedly has a great deal to contribute to student learning at university,
its eectiveness in contributing to teaching the more abstract parts of mathematics has
yet to be established. In this paper we present our experience in applying computer
technology to the teaching of genuinely abstract mathematics, as distinct from teaching
\method courses" in calculus or linear algebra.
There are a number of dierent modes in which the computer may contribute to student
learning in a mathematics course. These include:
(a) As a tool for performing tedious numerical calculations in such courses as concrete
linear algebra, discrete mathematics, elementary calculus, numerical analysis, and
statistics.
(b) As a means of delivering the formal content of the course. Increasingly, people are
looking at hypertext documents as the vehicle for presenting content. This is also
being driven by various initiatives to greatly expand the educational possibilities for
o-campus education (distance learning), a move which has recently become very
attractive because of the possibility of delivering the material over the Internet,
thereby making newly prepared material instantly available.
(c) The exploitation of computer graphics to illustrate complex phenomena visually
(e.g., the behaviour of the solutions of a dierential equation).
(d) As a means of enabling students to create and explore complex mathematical struc-
tures that are represented symbolically.
Some approaches combine more than one of these modes. The type (a) application is in-
creasingly widely used with considerable success, both at Sydney University and at many
other institutions. It was the goal of the work reported here to study the eectiveness
of approach (d) to the teaching of abstract material to a large group of Pass students,
most of whom were studying mathematics not out of any innate interest in the subject,
but rather because of its requirement for their degree program, or as a co-requisite for
other subjects. Our chosen course was a beginning course on Rings and Fields delivered
to third-year (i.e., nal-year) Pass students. This particular course was selected since
traditionally students have experienced considerable diculty in mastering many of the
concepts.
The rst course in abstract algebra is often a considerable shock for many students.
It is the case at Sydney University, and undoubtedly also at other universities, that in
mathematics courses commonly taken prior to abstract algebra, most of the ideas met
are reasonably close to something students can visualize. Also, there is usually sucient
emphasis on semi-mechanical processes, such as solving a particular class of dierential
equations, so as to enable students to obtain a signicant amount of credit in the nal
examination by mastering such processes. On the other hand, many students experience
great diculty in approaching abstract algebra. (Here we characterize abstract algebra
informally as the study of axiomatically dened structures, where the basic structures
of interest at the elementary level are groups, rings and elds.) The immediate problem
is that of grasping the idea of a structure dened axiomatically, since it is very dicult
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to relate the notion of \ring", say, to any intuitive notions. (This is in contrast to the
situation in a course on elementary linear algebra, where the idea of a vector space
will be grounded in the students’ notion of ordinary 3-dimensional space). Despite facing
diculties in grasping concepts, the students are expected to read and understand formal
mathematical proofs for the rst time. Finally, they are expected to be able to synthesize
short proofs of simple exercises growing out of the material presented by the lecturer.
An important step in the process of mastering such material involves studying how the
abstract concepts and ideas are realized in the context of particular instances of algebraic
structures. In this way, students can learn by empirical discovery, rather as in a science
practical class. However, for Pass students, lack of time and lack of computational skill
form practical barriers to such experimentation in all but the most trivial situations.
The advent of computers together with the subsequent development of computer alge-
bra systems opens up the possibility of providing students with the means by which they
may easily and conveniently construct and manipulate non-trivial examples in abstract
algebra. This approach has been explored by a number of educators. Thus, Cannon de-
veloped computer tutorials based on the use of Cayley (.Cannon, 1984) in a second-year
Honours-level Group Theory course in 1975 (see below). Sherman ( .O’Bryan and Sher-
man, 1992; .Sherman, 1993; .Patrick et al., 1993; .Belcastro and Sherman, 1994; .Sherman,
1996) has used both Cayley and Magma very successfully in workshops for very bright
undergraduates in which the computer is used by the students to discover facts about
groups which they then try to prove. Boston used Cayley in a manner similar to Sher-
man with a graduate class in group theory at Urbana. [See .Boston et al. (1993) for a
publication that resulted from the Cayley experimentation.] Instructors have used Maple
and Mathematica for other areas of algebra. However, systems such as Maple, MAC-
SYMA, Mathematica and REDUCE all suer from the drawback that their model of
mathematics is largely inappropriate for a person studying algebra. Thus, the student
learning algebra with the aid of such a system is confronted with the problem of mas-
tering both abstract algebra and a system which views algebra quite dierently to the
standard textbook approach. The recent development of Magma ( .Bosma and Cannon,
1995; .Bosma et al., 1994, .1995; .Butler and Cannon, 1989, .1990; .Cannon and Playoust,
1995) provides us for the rst time with a system that is specically designed for abstract
algebra and in which the data types are the fundamental notions of algebra: algebraic
structures (magmas), sets, sequences and mappings.
In 1995, the authors undertook to develop Magma courseware for use in abstract
algebra courses. Unlike in the case of the work of Boston, Cannon and Sherman mentioned
above, in which computer-assisted learning was introduced for very bright students, the
purpose of this study was to develop eective computer-assisted learning based on the use
of computer algebra systems for large classes of students that are both poorly prepared
and lacking motivation. This paper reports on the experience of using Magma as part of
the learning environment for the Rings and Fields course taught to third-year Pass-level
students in 1995 and 1996.
Magma has also been used at Sydney to teach vector spaces, an elementary course
in group theory and an advanced course on computational algebra. Sherman at Rose-
Hulman has used Magma to teach courses in group theory, coding theory and discrete
mathematics.
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2. The Use of Computers in Abstract Algebra Courses
Mathematics students of average ability have diculty in developing their understand-
ing of abstract algebra at a reasonable rate through a traditional approach to the ma-
terial. They nd it dicult to understand objects that are dened axiomatically, they
have great diculty in understanding \second-order" concepts such as that of quotient
structure in which a set of elements belonging to one structure suddenly becomes a single
element of the quotient structure, and they struggle with the analysis and synthesis of
proofs. Without a good grasp of the basic ideas, students cannot hope to understand the
theorems and proofs presented to them, let alone create their own hypotheses or formu-
late proofs of these hypotheses or textbook problems. Perhaps the single most important
way of making the material more approachable is to study examples of the structures
and their relationships. Students are keen for this kind of help, often making complaints
and requests such as:
Too much theory (denitions, proofs etc) and not enough numeric examples to
illustrate principles.
More practical examples using real equations and numbers, not algebraic notation
please!
The second quotation, especially, illustrates the concrete nature of their thinking; an
equation is not considered genuine unless its constituents are numbers rather than alge-
braic symbols.
In pen-and-paper work, constraints of time and calculation errors prohibit the use of
any but trivially small examples. This makes it hard to provide worthwhile experience in
working with the concepts in particular structures. Moreover, the students are less likely
to appreciate the role of experiment in the discovery of new theorems. Computers can
be benecial in these areas.
The use of a computer allows students to work with larger examples, without the
tedium of excessive computation by hand. For instance, they can work towards compre-
hending the notion of quotient structure by manipulating the entire equivalence classes
constituting its elements (in the case of a quotient of a nite structure). They can com-
plete more examples in a given amount of time, rather than suering the frustration
of completing only one instance of (say) the Euclidean algorithm for polynomials in a
50 minute tutorial session because of errors. Freed from having to concentrate on getting
the mechanical details of the arithmetic correct, students have a chance to perceive the
underlying principles (.Neuwirth, 1987).
A benet flowing from this ability to construct and manipulate examples with ease is
the opportunity to learn by discovery. Having explored several related examples (whether
they be the elements of a single ring, or several rings in the same category), the students
can identify the similarities and dierences and postulate reasons for their observations.
After testing their hypotheses by a judicious choice of additional examples, they can
proceed to prove them. This will mimic, in a shorter time-span and with fewer false
turnings, the manner in which the mathematics was initially discovered. Active learning
of this kind can be far more eective than merely receiving from on high a collection
of unmotivated denitions and unintuitive theorems. .Lane et al., (1986) discuss how
they have used computer-based discovery methods such as these in lower undergraduate
mathematics courses. (In the Rings and Fields course the discovery was highly assisted,
in the sense that strong hints were given to the students as to what should be observed.
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It was hoped that they would develop intuition about the mathematical properties worth
seeking.)
An auxiliary reason to employ computers in modern tertiary mathematics courses lies
in the very existence of computer algebra software that is widely used by mathematicians,
If students subsequently have occasion to use the theory they were taught at university,
it is highly likely that the application will involve the use of such systems. Thus, the
Faculty of Science within the University of Sydney requires its undergraduate students
to gain some computer literacy and to be exposed to computer software tools used by
professionals in the disciplines being studied.
It is often feared that a \black-box" mentality will develop among students who use
computer algebra systems for their courses. While it is true that such systems allow
a large number of previously dicult problems to be completed in a short time, the
students may not be gaining mathematical insight. This is a genuine danger, but is no
dierent in kind from the use of other mathematical tools such as electronic calculators
(or slide rules, or indeed pen-and-paper). The teacher must decide the degree of detail
the students should learn about each algorithm, and the answer may well be dierent
from that of an earlier technological era. .Buchberger (1990) suggests a white-box/black-
box principle for the use of software in mathematical education. Here the students learn
the theorems underpinning an algorithm and execute it with relatively low technological
assistance when the material is new to them, so that they gain mathematical insight and
learn important problem-solving techniques, but when they have mastered the material,
they are allowed and encouraged to use the pre-programmed algorithms of the computer
system. Buchberger notes that in practice it may also be helpful for students to exper-
iment with the programmed algorithms before they have studied them fully. There are
others who advocate the judicious use of black-boxes on occasion because it is impractical
to learn the details of every facet of one’s current topic. For instance, .Davenport (1986)
comments that polynomial factorization \is an idea which is far easier to grasp than to
compute, and why not leave the computation to the computers and the specialists?"
To avoid a black-box mentality, although permitting some black-boxes, one must de-
sign the exercises carefully. Many wonder whether students who can employ a one-line
command to echelonize a matrix or integrate a function are really learning anything of
the underlying mathematics. .Hodgson (1987) reminds us that after the use of a symbolic
algebra package, it is not the detailed expression of the answer that is mainly of interest,
but the mathematical insight that it may give. Thus, most student exercises should not
be solvable with single commands, but should invite the student to draw a conclusion
from the output or to use the output to solve a further problem.
3. History of Computer Courseware in Pure Mathematics Courses at the
University of Sydney
Approach (d) above to the use of computers in the teaching of mathematics has been in
use in the Pure Mathematics Department at Sydney University for over 25 years. In 1971,
Wall, experiencing diculties in teaching a second-year honours-level course in Group
Theory (the 2D2 course), suggested to Cannon that a group theory package developed
by Cannon over the period 1965{1969 be used to supplement lectures. Since only a single
teletype was available, the computer tutorial was attended by six students at a time.
The exercises involved constructing and analysing the structure of groups. Although
the computer access was very limited, it was observed that its use had the eect of
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signicantly increasing the interest and motivation the students displayed towards the
course. A particularly telling remark made by a student was, \Since I can dene and
calculate with groups on a machine, they must be real!". In 1975, development of the
Cayley language for group theory commenced. In almost its rst serious application,
Cayley was used to provide a weekly computer tutorial for the 2D2 course, the content
of which then corresponded approximately to Chapter 2 of .Herstein (1964). In 1976, a
controlled experimental study was carried out in which each student in 2D2 was randomly
assigned to one of two groups. The students in one half attended a weekly Cayley tutorial
and a weekly theory tutorial while the students in the other half attended two theory
tutorials per week. In the nal examination, the group that had attended the computer
tutorials achieved an average examination mark half a standard deviation larger than
the control group. (The performance of the two groups in the algebra course given the
previous semester was indistinguishable.) One should treat the outcome of this study with
caution, since students selected for the computer work probably took a greater interest
in the material because of the novelty of computers in those days (the Hawthorne eect).
Cayley was subsequently used in second-year Group Theory courses each year up until
1993. In 1995, it was supplanted by Magma.
Between 1976 and 1979, Cannon undertook the development of a specialized teaching
package for linear algebra, known as MATRIX ( .Ball and Cannon, 1979; .Richardson, 1984;
.Newman, 1985; .Ball et al., 1993). This package took as its model the idea of a hand-held
calculator in which the objects were matrices rather than real numbers. The package was
designed to provide many \ne-grained" operations so that, for example, rather than
using a black-box function to return the inverse of a matrix, a student could construct it
using very simple commands to row reduce the appropriate partitioned matrix. Its use
in a range of undergraduate courses was pioneered by Geo Ball, Gordon Monro, Don
Taylor and Bob Walters and it proved to be very successful. In some courses it improved
the rate at which students mastered material to such an extent that extra topics were
included in subsequent years. MATRIX was ultimately adopted by some 20 institutions
in Australia, the USA and Europe [see, for example, .Sonenberg .(1983a, b)]. Several of
these institutions continue to use it to the present day. In the mid 1980s it was recoded
in C and upgraded under the direction of Jim Richardson.
In the early 1980s, Cannon also developed the Newton package for teaching elementary
calculus and the Koenig package for teaching graph theory. While Koenig was adopted
by institutions outside of Sydney University, Newton was used only at Sydney. Since all
three systems had a similar structure and command language, students could easily move
from one to the other. The facilities of Koenig have been absorbed into Magma.
These packages were conceived with the idea of supplementing and enhancing the eec-
tiveness of conventional teaching by lectures and pen-and-paper tutorials. The philosophy
behind all four packages was to provide an environment for mathematical experimenta-
tion in which the computer acts as a laboratory, rather than to provide an instruction
system, where the computer acts as a tutor of a passive student. As an experimental
tool for mathematics, the computer provides a new form of learning. Whether the sub-
ject matter is linear algebra, group theory, or some other branch of mathematics, the
software system should enable the student to
Examine complex and realistic examples readily.
Investigate a wide range of problems rapidly.
Be freed from tedious and error-prone arithmetic.
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Develop moderately realistic applications of the theory.
These goals are often not feasible using traditional methods of calculation, owing to
limitations of time and accuracy.
The associated purpose-written courseware, a suite of problems, hints and discussions
given to the student by the computer, allows the students to move through the material
at their own pace and in their own time. The problems are a mixture of drill problems and
open-ended exploratory questions, and some \smart problems" that attempt to diagnose
student diculties have also been written as introductory problems for the major topics
such as row-reduction. The white-box/black-box principle is followed in the sense that the
students learn only the very elementary operations initially, and are gradually introduced
to more powerful commands as the course progresses. For instance, in the rst few weeks,
they row-reduce matrices on the computer using commands for single elementary row
operations, and only after mastering this process are they introduced to the pivoting
command and nally the one-step echelonization command.
A third-year honours-level option in Computational Algebra, rst taught in 1989, has
been designed around the availability of Cayley and then Magma. By the nature of its
subject matter, and since the Computational Algebra class is small, keen and talented,
this option uses the computers in a dierent way. Students are expected to write Magma-
language implementations of many basic algorithms for number theory and polynomial
rings, whereas in all the other courses the amount of code required for each stage of an
exercise is usually only one or two lines.
4. The Rings and Fields Option and Its Candidates
Rings and Fields is an option forming part of the Pure Mathematics III course in the
School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of Sydney. A student enrolled in
Pure Mathematics III selects six semester-length options, where the options are classied
as Pass or Honours according to their degree of diculty; Rings and Fields is timetabled
against an Honours-level option covering similar material at a much higher standard. The
candidature in Pure Mathematics III in 1995 was approximately 205, of whom about 180
took mostly Pass options. In 1996 it fell to 150 of whom approximately 120 took Pass
options. Most of the students are about 20 years old. Successful completion of Pure
Mathematics III as a Pass course is intended to equip students seeking jobs in technical
areas with some facility in mathematical method and thought, and to provide specic
training in ideas and techniques required for professions such as engineering and school
mathematics teaching. It is taken by students who are in their nal year of a three-
year Bachelor’s degree in Science, Arts, Education or Engineering, or who plan to do an
Honours year in another subject.
The Rings and Fields enrolment was 126 in 1995 and 51 in 1996. Most of the previous
tertiary mathematics courses taken by these students were in calculus and linear algebra,
with an emphasis on methods rather than proofs. The most abstract course was a second-
year Group Theory option, up to Lagrange’s Theorem, taken by about 60% of the Rings
and Fields students. (The Group Theory course did not have computer tutorials in 1994,
but Magma was introduced in 1995.) The Group Theory course would have exposed
them to concepts and proofs similar to those in Rings and Fields. However, even in that
course the emphasis is on computation; while proofs are examined, it is possible to do
well without fluency in this area.
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The motivation for taking Rings and Fields was not, in general, interest in the subject
matter, or even in mathematics as a whole. In casual discussions with members of the
class early in the semester, reasons given for taking Rings and Fields included: they
wanted to be mathematics teachers so they were required to do third-year mathematics;
they had heard this option was easy; or they needed another subject for their degree.
The Rings and Fields option aims to introduce students to the power of abstraction,
as recognized in modern mathematics. Since Pure Mathematics III is the nal year of
mathematical study for most of the candidature, it is the last chance for the students to
see mathematics not as a collection of ad hoc techniques but as the discipline in which
one abstracts from familiar objects by nding patterns, discovers general results, and
applies them back to the original objects. Apart from its general benets, education in
abstraction and axiomatics serves other disciplines, such as theoretical computer science.
Thus, axioms, denitions, theorems and proofs are an intrinsic part of the course.
The option content is rings and special kinds of rings, particularly elds. While the
material is in the realm of abstract algebra, it is kept relatively concrete by concentrating
on Z, Zn, R[X] and F [X]=hf(X)i as the key examples. It generalizes familiar notions of
quotient-and-remainder, divisibility, primality, and greatest common divisors (with the
Euclidean algorithm) from the integers to other rings. Homomorphisms, isomorphisms,
quotient rings and the rst isomorphism theorem are also considered. Fields are seen as
quotients by irreducible polynomials of polynomial rings over a eld, and the notion of
eld extension is linked to that of vector space. Finally, primitive elements and discrete
logarithms in nite elds are explored.
Elementary treatments of the ane, RSA and discrete logarithm cryptosystems are
presented at appropriate points in the course as examples of contemporary applications
of rings and elds.
5. The Use of Computers in Rings and Fields
Rings and Fields is a course in which students traditionally have diculty with the
concepts. Their ability to handle proof questions is very poor, and it seems that an
important reason for this is their lack of understanding of the intent and purpose of the
denitions, on the local level, and the overall sweep of the course, on the global level.
They traditionally perform well on simple pen-and-paper mechanical procedures, but
cannot step back from them to see the ideas behind the methods. Having noted some
of the general benets of computer experimentation in mathematics courses, as outlined
above, and the history of computer-aided learning in the School for other courses, we
thought it appropriate to trial the use of a computer algebra system in Rings and Fields.
The Magma Computer Algebra System was chosen as the software package for this
course. It must be admitted that one of the reasons is that the present authors, who
lectured the course and wrote the tutorial material, are involved in the development of
Magma. Putting aside personal motivations, this implies that we know the system’s capa-
bilities intimately and that the system can be expanded or modied quickly if necessary.
Moreover, Magma (with its precursor Cayley) is a major computer algebra package, used
by professional mathematicians throughout the world; it is suitable for demonstrating
the mathematical technology available for pure mathematics. However, the deepest rea-
son for the choice is that Magma mirrors the way pure mathematicians think. It covers
the algebraic structures dealt with in Rings and Fields, and contains high-level syntactic
features such as set constructors and subring constructors. While it does possess a full
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procedural programming language, it contains ecient implementations of many algo-
rithms, so that students can call them directly (when this is pedagogically appropriate)
without the burden of learning to program.
6. Mode of Delivery
The normal teaching regime for a Pure Mathematics III option is two 50-minute lec-
tures and one 50-minute pen-and-paper tutorial per week, for a 14-week semester. Our
version of Rings and Fields followed this plan, except that the tutorials included not only
traditional pen-and-paper exercises (proofs, and simple computations) but also computer
exercises with theoretical components. The lectures provided a theoretical exposition, in-
terspersed with examples, some of which used Magma notation. A set of course notes
written some years previously in the School (.Howlett, 1987) was followed fairly closely
and was used as the course text. Most, but not all, of the students taking the course had
access to a copy.
Ideally, the venue for the tutorials would have been a dual-purpose room, suitable for
seamless transition between computer use and pen-and-paper work. The School does not
yet have such facilities, so the tutorials were held in computer laboratories, where the use
of the whiteboard is possible but awkward, and the presence of the computers tends to
distract the students from non-computer work. The tutorials were timetabled such that
each student had access to a computer, and the computer laboratories were also available
during the day outside scheduled hours. Tutors were provided for all sessions, since from
our previous experience with Cayley and the other teaching packages, it was known that
their presence is essential to the success of the venture. For the rst few weeks of the
semester, the tutors assisted the students in overcoming problems associated with using
the computer and the software, and throughout the semester they provided mathematical
assistance to the students and helped them interpret the results of their experimentation.
We elected to present both computer exercises and traditional pen-and-paper exercises
each week in the tutorial, rather than dealing with them in alternating weeks. In 1995, one
tutorial set was distributed per week, containing both kinds of exercises. Unfortunately,
this approach resulted in insucient attention being given to the traditional pen-and-
paper exercises, so in 1996 a pen-and-paper set and a computer set were prepared each
week. Parts of both sets were covered in the tutorials each week, and the students were
expected to work the remaining questions in their own time.
The computer exercises, examples of which are given below, were Magma tasks with
theoretical follow-ups. They were structured in parts, each part being either a detail of
the computer work, with explanations, or a theoretical question related to it. Thus, the
so-called computer exercises also had a pen-and-paper component; often the students
would be asked to make a calculation by hand and then check it using Magma, or to
prove a hypothesis they had just formulated from computer data. Most of the computer
exercises were concerned with fairly specic concepts within the theory of Rings and
Fields, as applied to a particular structure or related collection of structures.
Approximately every second week, multiple-choice quizzes were set as part of the tasks
to be performed during the tutorial. These quizzes tested basic denitions and simple
applications of the theory; they gave appropriate feedback for correct and incorrect re-
sponses. The quizzes were administered via Magma so that the user interface would be
familiar, but could have been implemented similarly in any standard programming lan-
guage. Examples of the quiz questions are included here since they proved to be very
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popular learning tools; tutors reported that students doing the quizzes were motivated to
check their course notes, so the quizzes were obviously of benet in prompting revision
and indicating gaps in knowledge.
Three assignments were set and marked over the semester. The assignments were sim-
ilar in style to the tutorials, though with a strong bias towards pen-and-paper questions.
Questions requiring the use of Magma were designed to be straightforward for those who
had completed the computer tutorial exercises. Responses to these questions consisted
of extracts from a Magma session print-out, with accompanying comments about the
implications of the output, and replies to related theoretical questions.
The course assessment consisted of a nal written examination (weighted 90%) and
marks from two out of three assignments (weighted 10%). The examination (closed-book)
contained ve questions, one of which involved Magma. Since computers had been heavily
involved in the course, it was necessary to acknowledge this fact in the nal examination;
if it is known that an aspect of a course will not be assessed, we nd that our students
neglect it. Since it was impractical for the students to use Magma in the examination
room, the Magma question had to be of a dierent style from those during the course, but
it was intended to capture their flavour. Given Magma code similar to that seen through
the semester, the examinees were asked to interpret the input and output, and answer
related theoretical questions. The emphasis was on the ability to work back and forth
between the calculations and their mathematical interpretation, rather than the ability
to use Magma per se. In particular, the question did not ask the examinee to provide
several contiguous lines of Magma code to solve a problem; this would be an articial
question in any case, since in reality Magma-users have the chance to enter one line at
a time, inspect outputs, and correct their errors as they proceed. Ultimately, it was an
examination in mathematics.
7. Examples of the Magma Exercises
The exercises involving the computer were presented dierently from the MATRIX
and Cayley exercises in the School. In the other courses, most of the questions are given
to the student directly by the system, running a problem le. For Rings and Fields,
they were given on a tutorial sheet, together with the non-computer exercises. The in-
tent was that the computer would be one tool among many, so that the proof exercises
(the independent ones and those arising from computation-and-hypothesis) would not
be downgraded. Another dierence in presentation was that the MATRIX and Cayley
problem les contain substantial hints. Tutors had found for those courses that students
tended to read and copy-paste the hints without attempting the problem by themselves
rst. Therefore, it was the tutorial sheet rather than the computer that was used to
provide a degree of assistance suited to the mathematical and Magma knowledge that
the student should have acquired by that stage. (Some on-computer hints were supplied
later in the semester in 1995, as discussed below in the evaluation.)
There were some technical requirements for the system to run smoothly. A few student
routines, such as the quiz software, were written in the Magma language. In addition,
some of the questions required the students to begin by loading a le of denitions,
so that they could get to the heart of the problem without having to type in several
assignment statements rst. However, the most important need was for extensions of
Magma functions, so as to minimize the amount of the system that had to be learnt.
For instance, the course constructed extensions of nite elds as quotients of polynomial
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rings, rather than with Magma’s special nite eld machinery, so it was necessary to
mimic a few of the nite eld functions for polynomial quotient structures. The aim was
to make this customization transparent to the students, so they would not be aware that
some of the routines they were using were not part of the Magma kernel: in 1995, this
was achieved simply by placing the code in the students’ startuple; in 1996, we took
advantage of the new package facility in Magma, by writing Magma-language functions
that were compiled into the system as intrinsics.
Some examples of the Magma exercises for Rings and Fields are given below.
7.1. an example on residue class rings
(i) Dene the residue class rings Z11 and Z12 in Magma. Call them Z11 and Z12.
(ii) Use the procedure ShowMultiplication to display the multiplication tables of these
rings.
(iii) Using these tables, make a list of the units of each ring. How are the units related
to the moduli 11 and 12?
(iv) Check your answer by dening and examining the rings Z17 and Z20.
(v) If your hypothesis is still true, try to prove it.
(vi) In each ring, nd the zero divisors. How do they relate to m? Why?
(vii) Which of these rings is an integral domain (and also a eld)? Which is not an
integral domain?
(viii) What is the maximum number of solutions that k2 + k = 6 could have for k 2 Z11?
What about for k 2 Z12? Find the solution set by typing
print { k : k in Z11 | (k^2 + k) eq 6 };
and similarly for Z12. Does the result agree with what you expected?
(ix) Solve k2 + k = 6 for k 2 Z17 and k 2 Z20. Then solve k2 + k = 2 over all four rings.
(x) Why are there sometimes more than two solutions to a quadratic equation in Zm?
How does it relate to m, the modulus of the ring?
(xi) Prove your answer.
7.1.1. comment
This exercise uses the procedure ShowMultiplication(R), which prints the multipli-
cation table of a small nite ring R. Students use the table to identify elements of R
with certain properties. This procedure was specially written in the Magma language for
the Rings and Fields option, and was automatically included in the students’ version of
Magma.
The exercise leads into an investigation of when Zm is an integral domain. Students
are invited to try several values of m, make a conjecture, and then prove this conjecture.
Finally, students solve quadratic equations over Zm for various m, and are expected
to be surprised that there can be more than two solutions; this tension is resolved with
the understanding that the usual result holds only for integral domains. Note that the
syntax for the solution set is very close to the mathematical notation. In this regard,
Magma is similar to SETL/ISETL ( .Schwartz et al., 1986). There is no need to write a
loop to nd the solutions; one simply species the desired object, and Magma performs
the necessary iteration behind the scenes.
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This exercise requires a computer since it is empirical in flavour. For good data, rings
of non-trivial size are required. The amount of computation in these rings would be
overwhelming if done by hand.
7.2. an example on homomorphisms
(i) Type load t5; to dene the ring Z30 and the mapping h : Z30 ! Z30 given by
h(x) = 25x. The expression h(x) returns the image of the element x 2 Z30.
(ii) Type a := Z30 ! 7; and b := Z30 ! 16; to dene a and b as the equivalence
classes of 7 and 16 modulo 30. Show that h(a) + h(b) and h(a + b) are equal,
and similarly for the * operator (multiplication).
(iii) Test h in the same way for some other values of a and b.
(iv) Prove that h is a ring homomorphism.




(vi) Look at the printed values of I and K. What are the elements in these ideals?
Check your answer by typing print Set(I), Set(K);.
(vii) Considering the image and kernel, is h a ring isomorphism?
(viii) What are the sizes of the domain, kernel and image of h? How are they related?
You will soon see in lectures how this follows from the rst isomorphism theorem.
7.2.1. comment
This exercise invites the student to load a le, since the syntax of the map denition
is dicult for novice typists to negotiate. While there were other occasions when the
students had to dene mappings, it was undesirable here for the emphasis to be on mere
initialization of identiers. The le contains
Z30 := ResidueClassRing(30);
h := map< Z30 -> Z30 | x :-> 25*x >;
The purpose of the exercise is to investigate a mapping h which, it eventuates, is a
homomorphism but not an isomorphism. The addition- and multiplication-preserving
properties of h are tested for some particular examples (choice left to the student). The
computer’s advantage here is that it allows computations with mappings to be done with
ease; Magma’s syntax for the evaluation of mappings is mathematically intuitive. Next,
the student gives a hand-proof that h is a homomorphism. The elements of the kernel
and image of h can be computed in the head, so the student is invited to do so and then
to check the answer; here is an opportunity for instant feedback. The implications of the
nal part are not intended to be fully understood; it is a \teaser" for an upcoming topic
in lectures.
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7.3. an example constructing a generator for a unit group
In this exercise, we will construct a generator for the unit group of the nite eld
F = GF(625), following the method used in the proof in lectures that the unit group of
a nite eld is always cyclic.
(i) Dene F to be the nite eld with 625 elements, with elements expressed in terms
of w, by typing F<w> := GF(625);. Then dene the polynomial ring R in x over F .
(ii) Show that the factorization of 624 = 625− 1 is 24  3  13.
(iii) We will now look for elements of F of orders 24, 3 and 13, and multiply them
together to get an element of order 624|this will be a generator. We start with 13.
Use Magma to factorize x13 − 1, and hence nd its zeros.
(iv) The order of each of these zeros must divide 13. What are the positive divisors
of 13? Choose an element with order 13 and assign it to a.
(v) Factorize x3 − 1 and hence nd an element with order 3. Assign it to b.
(vi) Factorize x16 − 1, and hence nd its zeros. These zeros have orders dividing 16.
Also factorize x8 − 1 and nd its zeros. These zeros have orders dividing 8.
(vii) The elements with order exactly 16 are those in the rst list but not the second
list. Choose one of them and assign it to c.
(viii) Calculate d = abc. You should now have found a generator for the non-zero elements
of F .
(ix) What do you expect the order of d to be? Test your answer using the Order function.
7.3.1. comment
The preamble gives an overview of the theme of the exercise, as suggested by the
tutors, who found that the students were often unsure of the purpose of the questions.
This exercise illustrates the nal proof in the course. While it is a constructive proof, it
has many stages, so a particular example aids understanding.
The polynomial factorization exploits two of Magma’s strengths: the availability of
good algorithms, and the unambiguity about the structure to which each object belongs.
Here, Magma knows that a polynomial such as x8 − 1 must be factorized over the nite
eld F , because that is the coecient ring of the polynomial ring to which x belongs;
indeed, the x would have no meaning without this polynomial ring denition.
The exercise takes the student stage-by-stage through the process of constructing a
generator. There are choices at most stages, allowing a measure of control (and silently
implying that the generator is not unique). The nal questions are intended to reinforce
the notion of generator, so that it is clear what has been found.
7.3.2. sample working
> F<w> := GF(625);
> P<x> := PolynomialRing(F);
> print 2^4 * 3 * 13;
624
> print Factorization(x^13 - 1);
[
<x + w^24, 1>,
<x + w^72, 1>,
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<x + w^120, 1>,
<x + w^168, 1>,
<x + w^216, 1>,
<x + w^264, 1>,
<x + 4, 1>,
<x + w^360, 1>,
<x + w^408, 1>,
<x + w^456, 1>,
<x + w^504, 1>,
<x + w^552, 1>,
<x + w^600, 1>
]
> a := -w^24;
> print Factorization(x^3 - 1);
[
<x + w^104, 1>,
<x + 4, 1>,
<x + w^520, 1>
]
> b := -w^520;
> print Factorization(x^16 - 1);
[
<x + 1, 1>,
<x + w^39, 1>,
<x + w^78, 1>,
<x + w^117, 1>,
<x + 2, 1>,
<x + w^195, 1>,
<x + w^234, 1>,
<x + w^273, 1>,
<x + 4, 1>,
<x + w^351, 1>,
<x + w^390, 1>,
<x + w^429, 1>,
<x + 3, 1>,
<x + w^507, 1>,
<x + w^546, 1>,
<x + w^585, 1>
]
> print Factorization(x^8 - 1);
[
<x + 1, 1>,
<x + w^78, 1>,
<x + 2, 1>,
<x + w^234, 1>,
<x + 4, 1>,
<x + w^390, 1>,
<x + 3, 1>,
<x + w^546, 1>
]
> c := -w^39;
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7.4. quiz questions on ring axioms and ideals
Let R be a ring, and suppose that the element x in R
has the property xr = rx = r for all r in R.
What is x?
1 The multiplicative inverse of r.
2 The one (multiplicative identity) of the ring R.
3 A zero divisor.
Q[x] is the ring of polynomials in x over the
rational field Q. Let I be the ideal of Q[x] generated
by x^4. Which of the following rings is equal to I?
1 Q
2 The ideal of Q[x] generated by 7 * x^4
3 Q[x]
4 The ideal of Q[x] generated by x^2
7.4.1. comment
These questions test elementary denitions and their application. Magma’s responses
to wrong answers point out to the student why the chosen answer could not be correct.
7.5. a quiz question on proof-technique
Here is a proof in which some parts have been left out.
Steps (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) need reasons,
and there should be a conclusion at the end.
In the next few questions you will be asked
what the missing parts should be.
Suppose h: Real Field -> Complex Field
is an isomorphism.
Then i = h(x) for some real number x (A)
and so h(x^2) = h(x) * h(x) (B)
= i^2
= -1.
But h(-1) = -h(1) = -1, (C)
and so x^2 = -1. (D)
This is a contradiction. (E)
What is the reasoning for step (A) ?
1 There are no real numbers whose square is -1.
2 h is an isomorphism, so h is surjective.
3 h is an isomorphism, so h is a homomorphism,
so h(a * b) = h(a) * h(b).
4 h is an isomorphism, so h is a homomorphism,
so h(a + b) = h(a) + h(b).
5 h is an isomorphism, so h is injective.
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The next few questions asked about the reasoning for the other steps. The nal question
reprinted the proof, and asked,
What should be the conclusion for this proof?
1 Therefore there are no real numbers whose square is -1.
2 Therefore there is no homomorphism from the Real Field
to the Complex Field.
3 Therefore every real number x satisfies the equation
x^2 = -1.
4 Therefore h is bijective (surjective and injective).
5 Therefore the Real Field and the Complex Field
are not isomorphic.
7.5.1. comment
This series of questions was a response to concern that proof techniques were being
neglected in the tutorials. It requires the students to examine each stage of the proof in
turn, and then to step back and consider the purpose of the proof as a whole.
7.6. the computer question in the 1995 final examination
This question contains extracts from a session produced by the Magma Computer Algebra
System. Each extract follows on immediately from the previous one.
(i) > F5 := FiniteField(5);
> P<x> := PolynomialRing(F5);
> f := x^3 - x + 2;
> print IsIrreducible(f);
true
> R<y> := quo< P | f >;
The ring R is the quotient ring of P by the ideal generated by f . Prove that R is
a eld.
(ii) How many elements does the eld R contain? Describe the general form of an
element of R in terms of y. [Note: y is the image of the indeterminate of R. It is
Magma’s way of writing the coset I + x.]
(iii) > print y^3 - y + 2;
0
> print 2*y^6 - y^2 + 3;
y^2 + 2*y + 1
Explain the output of these two print statements.
(iv) > print (y + 1) * (y^2 + 4*y);
What would be the output of the statement above? Hence or otherwise nd the
inverse of (y + 1).
(v) > g := Generator(R);
What is the order of g? Justify your answer.
(vi) > print Log(y + 1);
95
The statement above calculates the discrete logarithm of (y + 1) to the base g.
Determine the discrete logarithm of (y + 1)−1 to the same base.
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7.6.1. comment
As mentioned before, the examination question involving Magma had to be dierent
in character from the tutorial questions, because computers were not available in the
examination room. Since its goal is to test mathematical understanding, it was designed
so that students who had attended most of the tutorials would have no trouble with
the Magma code, and it gave reminders about the meaning of certain constructs. We
suspect that it would be possible for an able algebraist with no Magma experience but a
modicum of exposure to some computer language or computer algebra package to gain
full marks for this question.
Student performance on this question was poor, but this is partially mitigated by the
fact that it was the last question on the paper and was on the hardest concept in the
course. In (i), most students realized that the irreducibility of f implied that R is a eld,
but did not attempt to prove this connection. In (ii), the most common answer was ve
for the number of elements in R, and so the general form of elements of R was not well
understood. In (iii), the explanations were very poorly expressed, and it seemed that the
rst line of output was better understood than the second. In (iv), the multiplication was
done well in general but many did not reduce the answer according to the polynomial
modulus or the GF(5) coecients. The nal parts received few answers of substance, but
this was not surprising as they were intended to be more testing questions.
The marker commented that although the questions were phrased in terms of Magma
output, one had to have a very clear understanding of how quotient rings operate from
a formal mathematical viewpoint, and in this respect the students were much like the
students from the pre-Magma years.
8. Evaluation of the Use of Magma in Rings and Fields
8.1. introduction
This study was intended to examine all aspects of the use of a type (d) approach to
computer-assisted learning in an abstract algebra course. Unfortunately, resources did
not allow for a control-group study of the eectiveness of the use of a Computer Algebra
system with the Rings and Fields students. Instead, the following means were employed
to gain information:
Observation of behaviour in tutorials.
Interviews with the tutors at various stages throughout the course.
An in-depth questionnaire lled in by the students at the end of the course.
Analysis of log les of student computer sessions.
Informal interviews with a small number of students.
Student examination results.
While the questionnaire forms the basis for some of the discussion below, it should be
noted that in each of 1995 and 1996, completed questionnaires were received from only
about half of the students taking the nal examination. (In 1995, 66 out of 126; in 1996,
20 out of 51).
Since the most immediate measure of the success of a course is student performance
in the nal examination, we rst comment on the examination results for the years
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1995 and 1996. For the 1995 course, those familiar with student performance in the
option in previous years did not discern a change. Knowledge of basic denitions and
concepts was poor, and when tackling proofs, students lacked appreciation of what was
required. In the case of the 1996 class, performance in the nal examination was much
more satisfactory with the average mark increasing from 30=100 to around 50=100. While
part of the improvement is certainly due to much more eective integration of the use
of Magma into the teaching of the course, it must be pointed out that while the 1995
class represented 70 per cent of the total Pass class, in 1996 the proportion dropped
to 43 per cent. This drop was almost certainly due to word spreading among intending
students that the option was particularly demanding. Further, there is a tendency for
some students to avoid options involving computing (the role of computing in the course
would not have been appreciated by the 1995 enrolling class). Consequently, since the
1996 class may have contained a lower proportion of weaker or non-participating students
than the 1995 class, care has to be exercised in drawing conclusions.
In the following sections we present a detailed summary of the ndings gleaned from
the above sources.
8.2. student background in mathematics and computing
Our questionnaire revealed that in both 1995 and 1996, 50% of the class had taken
the most demanding level of mathematics (4-unit) in their nal school examination, and
most of the rest had taken the next hardest level (3-unit). For the sequence of Sydney
University courses leading to Pure Mathematics III, 3-unit is the assumed knowledge
upon entry. Thus, on the basis of their school history, at least half the class was quite
strong in mathematics.
At the end of the 1995 course, it was clear that in planning the course, we had over-
estimated the students’ mathematical sophistication and knowledge. Our assumed view
of the mathematical maturity of the class was formed partly through an earlier experience
of teaching the course, and partly through the course notes and exercise sets that we had
inherited from previous instructors. At the end of the course, it was clear to us that
students in the 1995 course were achieving a signicantly lower level of mastery of the
material than were students a decade earlier. (This is not to say that all had been well 10
years earlier: this course had always presented diculties.) Discussion with the examiners
for the other third-year Pass courses in 1995 revealed considerable support for the view
that the average mark across the third-year Pass courses had dropped by about 10%
between 1994 and 1995 alone.
We identied two dierent types of deciency in the preparation of students entering
the third-year Pass class. The rst is an ignorance of many basic mathematical facts.
The second deciency concerned a lack of understanding among many students about
the nature of mathematics. To a fair proportion of our class, mathematics was regarded
as a collection of techniques for solving standard types of problems. Although previous
courses provided some exposure to proofs, it was possible to arrive in Pure Mathematics
III without much understanding of what constituted a valid mathematical proof. While
the reasons for these deciencies are not the concern of this paper, it is important that
the reader understands the context in which our study took place.
The questionnaire indicated that over 90% of the students had previous experience with
computers, and more than half had UNIX experience. (Although UNIX workstations were
used for the computer tutorials, the only UNIX commands needed were those to copy and
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print a le.) In spite of this evidence of familiarity with computers, the reality is that some
students experienced quite serious diculties. For example, analysis of the log les of
sessions revealed that sometimes students did not distinguish between typing commands
to Magma and typing commands to the UNIX shell. A 1996 survey of the computer
skills of students entering tertiary education in Sydney, reported in the Sydney Morning
Herald, found that 60% of students reported anxiety when faced with using a computer.
8.3. student participation
Student attendance at lectures and tutorials was poor in 1995; in an average week,
approximately 50% of the class attended lectures and tutorials. The level of attendance
at tutorials made the contribution or otherwise of computer-assisted learning irrelevant
for half of the class. In 1996, attendance at lectures and tutorials rose to approximately
80%. We cannot oer a rm reason for this, because of the change in the size of the
candidature, but we surmise that it was owing in part to the realization by the 1996
students that gaining a pass in the course was unlikely without regular attendance, since
this was emphasized by the course lecturers (and probably by members of the 1995 class).
According to the questionnaire, 50% in each year did less than 2 hours private study per
week. Bearing in mind that such an answer is likely to be inflated, and that the survey was
conducted for the lecture-attenders, the true statistic is probably lower. Consequently,
once the time spent doing the assignments is factored out, independent study of the course
material during the semester was nominal for approximately 50% of the candidature.
Discussions with students revealed that many thought it sucient to obtain a set of
lecture notes and answers to all set questions and study the course intensively just before
the actual examination, rather than attending lectures and tutorials, and studying the
material throughout the semester. One student reported following this strategy in his
second-year courses and gaining a credit. The reason for the adoption of this approach
may be the \packaged" form of many Pass courses until third year, whereby possession
of a set of lecture notes (provided almost universally in printed form by the instructor)
and problem solutions plus a few days’ work before the nal examination is sucient to
get many students through their courses. This strategy fails for a cumulative topic such
as abstract algebra, where a person needs exposure to the ideas over a period of time in
order to master the material.
8.4. mastery of magma
A signicant number of students had limited understanding of the computing envi-
ronment. So as not to overwhelm the students with a lot of material on Magma at the
outset, information was provided each week about the commands needed for that week’s
exercises. This information appeared on the exercise sheets and and was also discussed
by the tutor. An introductory manual for Magma (.Cannon and Playoust, 1995), written
specically for students, was purchased by only a few of the students in 1995, and these
found it too lengthy for their needs. In response to this, in 1996 we handed out a 15-page
summary of the parts of Magma needed in the course. The Magma online help system
received a small amount of use by the students.
The course only required a knowledge of a small subset of Magma: printing, assignment,
creation of structures and sets, and the simple for-statement. The ideas were introduced
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cumulatively, but it was often observed that a command mastered one week would have
been forgotten by the next tutorial.
In the latter part of the 1995 course, anonymous logles of Magma sessions were
collected automatically on-line at the end of each week. Even in the case of some students
who, it appeared, had been attending tutorials, elementary mistakes were still being
made|here a \mistake" means something deeper than an obvious typing error that
is immediately corrected. They did not discriminate between Magma and the operating
system, so they would try to list or print out les while still in Magma. They would forget
to put a semicolon at the end of each Magma statement, and sometimes seemed not to
read the error messages, or even to realize that one had been given. (Computer Science
students or others with programming experience had noticeably less diculty here.)
Many the students were not good at following written instructions precisely, whether
in a computer context or not. Even when the tutorial sheet specied exactly what to
type, mistakes would still be made. Some students were eectively crippled by this, for
they were reluctant to ask either the tutor or each other for help. For this reason, several
exercises later in the 1995 semester were supplied with on-computer hints. However,
logle analysis indicated that the students were misusing the hints, as had happened with
Cayley and MATRIX classes. They rarely made visible attempts to solve a problem before
requesting the corresponding hint. This method solved the diculty of students sitting
helplessly, but it perhaps created a facade of apparent success. Many of the students
equated the literal performance of a tutorial task with having gained the educational
benet from it. Similarly, in assignment questions that asked for both Magma output
and analytical commentary, many provided minimal commentary, as if the production of
the output were the chief goal. The following survey comment reflects this attitude:
In tutorial, we should spend times on proving theory rather than sit in front of
computer and try to follow the tutorial sheet.
A good deal of the diculty the students had with Magma notation reflects their
diculty with conventional mathematical notation, from which Magma’s diers only
slightly. For instance, the notation for a set was not learnt well, and there was a tendency
to confuse upper and lower case in variables. Thus, the students’ apparent problems with
the computer were often indicators of general failings that do not show up as clearly
in written work. The computer does not allow for vagueness of expression, whereas in
the students’ written work they gain partial marks even when their use of notation is
imprecise. It is quite tting that an abstract algebra course be particularly demanding
with respect to notational precision.
In the 1996 version of the course, we decreased the number of computer exercises
handed out each week, started with a number of fairly trivial calculations in the rst
weeks so as to build up the students’ condence, redesigned many of the exercises, and
provided the 15-page summary of the language. The 1996 questionnaire and comments
from the tutors indicate that the 1996 class was much more comfortable using Magma.
It should also be noted that about half of the class had used Magma in a second-year
Group Theory course held the previous semester.
8.5. the students’ views
Although an important aim in using Magma had been to provide a means of gaining
insight through experimentation with non-trivial examples, many students complained
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about both a lack of examples and the irrelevancy of the computer work. They seem not
to have realized that the computer work was intended to supply some of the examples
they requested. There was a perception among the students that the administration of
the course was at fault if not all the work could be completed within the tutorial time.
Comments such as these were made by students surveyed in 1995:
. . . wasted time on the computers . . . Too much computer-based tutorials, not
enough time spent on learning the actual theory.
[on the computer work] couldn’t see how it connected
Maybe a computer tute and a written tute per week.
Computer tutorials not so good, because it is easy to learn commands but not
really understand them, plus didn’t guarantee you’d answer all questions.
. . . Computers are good as long as they are clearly related to course work and
we learn how to do everything on pen and paper.
While the degree of hostility in the survey responses should not be ignored, there
are some mitigating factors: such a survey is an opportunity to express dissatisfaction;
when asked to make comments about the good and bad aspects of a course to help
those delivering it in future years, people tend to concentrate on the bad rather than the
good; and the timing of the survey was at the end of the lecture series but before serious
examination revision began, so the students would have been anxious and would not yet
have begun to integrate the material.
There were also some positive comments from the survey:
[computer work] It’s good and interesting.
Assignments and tutes were good as they asked appropriate questions for the
material learnt.
In addition, one student said later that the Magma exercises were relevant and not too
dicult, and commented that those who complained about them just hadn’t done much
work themselves.
Some of the students’ calls for solved problems were for examples of how to do proofs.
It is probably true that less time was spent in tutorials on proof techniques than in
previous years, but a surfeit of examples is not of itself useful. The students’ desire seems
to be for a large collection of examples, to be memorized without understanding. We
had hoped that the computer work would help to clarify the concepts, so that the proof
examples would be comprehensible, and the students might be able to generate proofs
by themselves. However, the computer work was not designed to assist proof synthesis
directly. In conclusion, the complaints that the Magma work was dicult, too long, and
irrelevant must be interpreted carefully.
8.6. the tutors’ views
The design of problems is absolutely critical. Given a class with the ability of the
Rings and Fields candidature, it is necessary to prepare appropriate exercises on all
relevant topics. With very few exceptions there is no possibility of a student being able
(or willing) to experiment in a self-directed manner (such as that employed by Sherman
in group theory). The computer problems should be set on those topics where there is an
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identied learning diculty and where the computer can contribute some insight. It is
important that the design of each problem clearly relates to the theory. At this point the
role of the tutor is critical since he/she can assist the students in interpreting the results
produced by the machine. To create problems meeting these criteria is a very dicult
and extremely time-consuming task. It is quite easy to spend an entire day designing the
computer problems for one week. It is hoped that as computer-assisted learning spreads,
a body of suitable computer problems will eventually evolve.
An immediate benet of the use of Magma was its ability to identify to the tutor those
students who had not mastered basic denitions. In order to communicate mathematics
to a computer algebra system it is necessary for the student to have some mastery of
mathematical language. Taken at the simplest level, if a computer question asks the
student to locate the units in some nite ring, for example, then the student will have
to know the denition of a unit in order to formulate the correct predicate for the set.
Observation in the tutorials quickly revealed that many of the students would come to
the sessions with very little knowledge of the content of the lectures (or the text).
In a pen-and-paper tutorial, the tutor typically asks the class to work a particular
question and then tries to elicit steps of the solution from the class as he/she writes a
solution on the board. In reality, all too often the students simply wait for the solution to
be written on the board and then copy it down. A very interesting feature of computer
tutorials is that all students make an eort to solve the computer problems. If they do
not know how to proceed, they will usually ask the tutor for assistance. This is in sharp
contrast to the behaviour in non-computer tutorials and was remarked upon by the tutors
as a very positive aspect of the use of the computer. (It is not clear to us why students
feel compelled to work computer problems but not pen-and-paper problems.)
The quizzes proved very popular, as shown by the diligence the students applied to
doing them and also by their responses on the questionnaire. Because the quizzes were
structured so as to provide explanation both for incorrect and correct answers, the stu-
dents may have recognized them as providing a personalized and eective form of teach-
ing. It is not clear how much eect they had in encouraging students to study the theory
more closely. Tutors noted that the same students would get low scores week after week
without undue concern. In general, quizzes represent a low-cost way of helping students
quickly estimate how successfully they are mastering the course material.
8.7. summary
Although a great deal was learnt in this study, and the 1996 course showed that
students could gain considerable benet from the integrated use of a CA system such
as Magma, more research is needed in order to properly understand the contribution an
appropriate CA system may make in assisting pass-level students overcome the diculties
commonly experienced in a rst course on abstract algebra. Our study was confounded
by a number of factors concerning the student body that we did not fully comprehend
at the outset. These included:
The knowledge of mathematics that students have when they begin their study
of abstract algebra is decient in many areas, particularly in those relating to all
aspects of algebra and mathematical formalism.
Students arrive in the course with a view of mathematics that provides them with
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no guidance as how to even approach material such as abstract algebra. It is a very
dicult task to re-educate them at that stage of their university course.
From earlier experiences in tertiary mathematics, many students felt that it was
possible to pass mathematics courses with minimal attendance at lectures and tu-
torials.
Approximately half of the students did a negligible amount of private study during
the semester.
The last two aspects may be driven in part by the need of many students to support
themselves nancially by working. Studies of students at Australian universities show
that a signicant percentage of nal-year students are in full-time employment. We do
not know how many of our students fell into that category. Yet it is not in the interests
of weak and unmotivated students to allow them to neglect their studies during the
semester; when they do, they miss material that is essential for further understanding.
The positive aspects of the use of Magma in the Rings and Fields course include:
Many students worked a signicant number of the computer exercises by themselves
(or with some assistance from the tutor). This stands in strong contrast to the
situation in pen-and-paper tutorials.
Those students who invested some eort into keeping up with the theory were
observed to gain a better comprehension of ideas through the computer exercises.
The proportion for which this was true was quite small in 1995 but much larger in
1996.
The use of the computer allowed us to include a number of interesting applications,
such as the RSA public-key cryptosystem. Such applications have much more im-
pact when the students can go through the process of constructing a cryptosystem
and then encrypt and decrypt messages. These topics were very popular and have
the potential to increase student motivation signicantly.
The students’ observed diculties with particular computer exercises provided the
tutors and lecturers with immediate and precise feedback as to the mastery of
course material.
The quizzes (administered through Magma) were very eective in informing stu-
dents about their mastery of basic denitions and ideas.
We identied four problems with the introduction of Magma into the course:
The time taken to gain sucient mastery of Magma is signicant.
Our use of the computer was seen by many students as somewhat peripheral to
the course. Students did not always make the connection between what they learnt
through computer experimentation and the theory presented in lectures. This can
be addressed through better exercise design and the more complete integration of
Magma into the course by, for example, using it in lectures.
Students need to work a collection of both computer exercises and pen-and-paper
exercises each week. Given that there is a single hour to cover both aspects, the tutor
has to move backwards and forwards adroitly between the two types of exercise. We
managed this poorly in 1995 but improved the organization considerably in 1996.
However, it is very hard to achieve a satisfactory balance.
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The time taken to construct eective computer exercises is quite considerable. There
is little prospect of improving this until the mathematical community starts to
produce and circulate a body of such material which can then be modied to suit
local circumstances.
We believe that the incorporation of the computer into Rings and Fields is desirable,
and that Magma is currently the best choice of computer algebra system for the purpose.
We feel also that the exercises we have developed are potentially good. However, our
attempt to assess the eectiveness of the inclusion of Magma has so far been complicated
by the factors listed above.
9. Planned Modications
Computer experimentation should be a standard activity in mathematics lectures.
Until now, it has not been practical to display very much of the calculation that led
to the formulation of denitions and theorems. The computer is now capable of rapidly
providing a range of examples that can act as motivation before the introduction of
important or dicult concepts. Hopefully, most lecture theatres will soon be equipped
to support real-time computer experimentation.
The course will be redesigned to accommodate the use of the computer as a vehicle for
exploring examples, doing messy calculations and undertaking non-trivial applications.
In order to assist the students to see the connections between the computer exercises
and the theory, the tutorial sheets will be re-designed to make the connections explicit.
Each exercise or group of exercises will be labelled with its theme or with cross-references
to the course notes, as appropriate. The hints will include suggestions of how and where
to consult the online or paper documentation for help.
Improvements are being made to the Magma interface and the Magma documentation
as a result of the course. Since the current generation is accustomed to windowing systems
on computers, such an interface for Magma is being constructed. It will include easier
facilities for error notication and correction, a mechanism for selecting and completing a
template of correct Magma syntax for commands such as set or subring constructors, and
access to an HTML version of online help. It is clear that a help system written specically
for Rings and Fields would be of great assistance, but it represents a signicant amount
of eort.
A short booklet on the basics of Magma is being developed for total beginners, since
the book An Introduction to Magma ( .Cannon and Playoust, 1995) is more suited to the
needs of advanced students and researchers.
10. Conclusions
While symbolic algebra packages seem to have had some success in providing a basis
for computer-assisted learning in elementary calculus courses, the nature of the material
in a serious abstract algebra course presents a much greater challenge. .Burkhardt and
Fraser (1992) point out that students’ autonomous performance in mathematics tends
to be several years behind their performance on imitative exercises. A major aim of
an abstract algebra course is for the student to gain command of a range of concepts
and techniques and to use them autonomously to express mathematical ideas. Students
continually ask for more examples, but it seems their real desire is a worked solution
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for every conceivable question; this request can be partially met for a basic calculus
course, but never in a course involving the analysis and synthesis of proofs. Whether the
examples they see and develop are individual proofs, or calculations (with or without a
computer) in examples of the structures under investigation, they will be educationally
fruitless unless the students interact with them thoughtfully.
Burkhardt and Fraser suggest that the benets of a machine that will manipulate in a
language not spoken fluently by the students are elusive, and maybe illusory. We disagree,
and argue instead that a suitably chosen mathematical programming language can assist
students’ eorts to interpret mathematical language and, furthermore, can provide a
framework which helps them learn to express themselves with the mathematical clarity
demanded by the discipline. At present, much work remains to be done before this goal
will be achieved. This study identies the following prerequisites for the achievement of
this goal:
Designing user interfaces to computer algebra packages that are mathematically
rigorous and which closely mimic normal algebraic syntax and semantics.
The recasting of courses so that the presentation of theory and computer exploration
are seamlessly integrated.
Overcoming the cost in student time and eort of mastering the computer package
used for a particular course.
The development of a body of courseware that maximizes student learning for a
given investment in time.
We hope that the continued collaborative eorts of educators and software designers will
help this goal to be attained in the near future.
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